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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Immediate Background of the Study,-.^ Due to the great amount of
emphasis placed upon progressive education by many instructors of Atlanta
University, along wi-tti the vast amount of literature favorable to the move-
aient, the mriter was aroused to seek a ftjller understanding of the philosophy
which progressive education uses as a frame of reference* The Impact that
this philosophy was having on the large number of in-service teachers current¬
ly under its influence became an immediate concern* A check with the state
department for Georgia revealed that in 195l> out of a total of 7,313 Negro
teachers employed by the state, 6,371 were currently enrolled in school or
had attended school within the past two years* A check with registrars of
the four teacher training institutions in Georgia zwvealed that Ihe total
attendance of in-service teachers from the state was 3,296 during the summer
of 19$1* This number was distributed as followst Fort Valley State College
9UQ; Atlanta University 892; Savannah State College 831; Albany State College
633* The question then followed as to idiat are the reactions of this large
number of teachers to the many innovations in methods, techniques, and pro¬
cedures as recommended by leaders of progressive education? How far down the
road of progres’sivism have we traveled in our thinking as teachers and school
administrators since the all out movement to break with the traditional school
began at the turn of the century? If a teacher had some way of knowing Just
1
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irtiat the hidden convictions of his iamediate associates vere, in various edu¬
cational areas, idiat a useful bit of knowledge that uould beI If the school
administrator could get some idea as to the genuine beliefs of his staff nem-
bers, his role as an administrator could be more effective* If the heads of
the institutions of higher learning could get behind the almost impenetrable
wall of exteraal manifestation of the in^^ervice teacher regardi2^ his point
of view about educational theory and practice, what a much more vital train¬
ing job could be done I Here was then an area, althou^ rich in educational
is^lications, was very poor in educational investigation*
The area of teachers' attitudes toward progressive education was indeed
a challenging one, but to delineate a workable problem from the area proved
even more challenging*
Statement of Problem.— After much abstract exploration and revision,
the problem was narrowed to a study irtilch was to determine, analyse, and com¬
pare the attitudes of teachers in four counties in Georgia toward certain
aspects of progressive education; namely, curriculum, administration, methods
of instruction, and i^ysieal facilities*
Definition of Terms*— The term, "progressive education* has but few
equals in professiOTal literature in terms of mis-understood and diffusely
interpreted* However, for the purpose of this study, the definitions and in¬
terpretations as set forth Brameld and Otto obtained as a basis for orien¬
tation* Brameld expressed it as followst
Progressive education***is the scientific method at work in every
area of e^rience* Far from being limited to physical and chemical
laboratories, this method is equally relevant to personal and social
life* It is more than a precise method, however; it is as much the
spirit in idilch humanity approaches all pressing problems as the exacti¬
tude with which these problems are solved. It is the spirit of open
inquiry, of tireless Investigation, of willingness to listen to opposing
ideas and to give them a chance to prove their worth* It is the belief
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in man's ability to face the world with his own skills ai^ powers and
solve his problems through his own active intelligence.•.It is not the
passive absorption of knowledge as an end, but a striving dynamic pro¬
cess engaged in by cariying on Individually or collectively, probleat*
solving activities.^
Otto expiressed the same idea, but in a briefer way. His statement is as
followst
Progressive education Is referred to as generally the modification in
practice resulting in procedures irtiich give more attention to the needs
of the individual, stimulate learning through self-directed, purposeful
activities, develop group consciousness or the cooperative spirit, pro¬
vide many opportunities for creative self expression, and educate parents
in their responsibilities toward the child and his school.^
As the foregoing definitions have direct implications toward the exper¬
ience-centered curriculum, this study viewed progressive education as that
education as premised and predicated on the experience-centered curriculum
taking into consideration its many shades of acceptances and adaptions.
The Purpose of the Stuc^y.— The purpose of the studty was to determine t
1. Ihat are the attitudes of the group as a whole toward progressive
education as defined in the study?
2. Hhat ispUeations these attitudes hold fort
a. curriculum planning,
b. methods of instruction,
c. physical facilities,
d. administration.
3* mhat are the differences in these attitudes as expressed by, urban
teachers as conpared with rural teachers; by men teachers as conpared with
—r —-— —
Theodore Brameld, Patterns of Educational Philosophy (New York. 1950k
PP. 153-5U.
2
Henry J. Otto, Elesentary School Organization and Administration (New
York, 19lJt), p. 97.
h
woisen teachersi by teachera alth l5’-yrs« of experience or more, as con^ared
with teachers with lU-yrs* of experience or less; by teachers with U-yrs» of
college training or more, as eonpared with teachers with 3-yrs* of college
training or least
Types of Materials and Subjects Involved*— Obviously an Instrument was
needed to vdiich the reactions of the subjects would unwittingly and subtly
reveal their beliefs and convictions d>out the desired aspects of progressive
education. It was evident that an opinlonnaire or questionnaire zwquestlng
openly expressed beliefs and convections would be sure to elllelt many respon>
ses conditioned ly the desire to acquire and maintain status rather than
strictly objective reactions. This, of course, would make any valid eonclu*
slons inpossible.
The Inventory of Beliefs adapted in part by the University of Chicago
from the Cooperative Stud^ of Bvaluation in General Education of the American
Council on Education in 195l» was one of the instruments finally decided upon.
This inventory consists of 150 statements which range over a wide variety of
topics set up in such a way that their elicited reactions co\ild be interpreted
in terms of world philosophies. For example, the first question is, "If you
want a thing dons right, you have to do it yourself." The unchanging stero~
type reaction would be to strongly to agree, which la indicative of an authori¬
tarian {Aillosophy, self-centered and manifesting disbelief in the abilities
and loyalties of others. On the other hand, the openHslnded democratic reac¬
tion would bo to strongly disagree, vhich represents a firm belief in the
abilities, loyalties and pontentlals of others. This was designated as instru¬
ment X.
Along with this instrument another instrument containing 26 statements was
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constructed after the sans pattern, the statements being oriented to educa¬
tional philosophy as it is related to the irarlous aspects of progressive
education as defined in this stu^y* For exan^le, one of the statements is,
"The types of activities carried on by the school are much more important
than the buildings and equipment** Here again, tiie traditional sterotype
reaction would be to strongly agree, thus Indicating belief in traditional
methods without due regard to the many and varied activities required in a
progressive school, ihich would be entirely impossible without suitable build¬
ings and equipment* On the other hand, however, a democratic progressive re¬
action would be to strongly disagree, therefore indicating firm beliefs in
good buildings with uni-lateral lighting, indoor toilets, green chalk boards,
lunch room, gymnasium, large varieties of teaching aids and resource materials
as prequlsite to a pxrogram idiich emphasises health and sociality as well as
the mastery of knowledge and skills* This instrument was designed to vali¬
date educational beliefs in terms of world philosophies as to consistency and
parallelism as revealed by the reactions in the first instrument* This was
designated as instrument T*
A section was then added to these instruments for the purpose of collect¬
ing such factual data as, name of county, experience, training, type of certi¬
ficate held, sex et cetera* The Instruments were then tried out on students
at the University aivi a final revision made*
The subjects consisted of the teaching personnel of four counties in
Georgiai namely. Liberty, Bryan, Evans and Richmond* Liberty, Bryan, and
Evans counties are classified as rural counties, and Richmond County is classi¬
fied as urban by ihe United States Census*^ This classification is based on
t: ^ ^
The United States Bureau of Census* Sixteenth Census of the United States
19l;0. Population, Vol* U* Washington, D* C*t Government ]Prlntlng Office, 19U^
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the percentage of the urban and rura; distributions of the population in pro¬
portion to the total population of the counties* Liberty, Bryan, and Evans
Counties form a cluster of counties in the extreme southeast coastal section
of the state, Richmond Couniy is a little farther north in the san« general
locality. The idea was to secure subjects from rural, and urban areas as one
of the bases of comparison.
Period of Study.— The period of -Uie stucfy, considering the tine that the
problem was first delineated to the con^letlon of the thesis proper, included
the dates of February 1, 1952 to August lU, 1953*
Procedure,— The Normative-Sui*vey method of research was used, enqploying
an adaptation of the questionnaire inquiry technique.
1, The instruments with carefully worded instructions were sent to the
teachers by way of the county school superintendents, supervisors, and princi¬
pals, Ample postage with self-addressed envelopes were provided. Two hundred
fifty copies were sent out, and 223 were returned. Twelve of those returned
were too incomplete for use, leaving 211 to be analyzed,
2, Data from these were tabulated into the areas to be analyzed as the
data were drawn from the Instzuments with the use of the scoring keys. The






f, eategozles of response,(1). democratic,(2), authoritarian.
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3* Tables eere then drawn from this tabulation for stxic^*
U* These data were presented, analyzed, and interpreted.
5* Sunmary was siade and conclusions drawn.
6. Inplications for educational theory and practice were indicated.
7. Thesis in its final fora was assembled and presented.
Survey of Related Literattare.— There is no literature known to the writer
that is related in specifie nature to the study. The nearest approach the
writer was able to find was a report on* The Riilosophies of Administrators in
the Deanship of the Liberal Arts College.^ This was done on the doctoral level,
and the instruments were similar to the ones used by the writer. However, there
is much literature on points of view in the area of opposing philosophies of
education. Roughly, these philosophical opinions seem to orient themselves to
two opposite poles of though with varying degrees of likeness as they align
themselves toward the center. This general dichotomy is expressed Kell^]^
and Rasey in the following statement*
The crucial difference between educators is on the basis of the scien¬
tific method versus the animistic. Those who derive their teaching methods
versus the animistic. Those about the human organism would be in the for¬
mer group. Those who get their methods from customs, habits, and tradi¬
tions which cannot presently be supported from data belong to the latter.
And this a matter of degree, since it is likely that none of us is com¬
pletely free from superstition or tradition.^
But UTahliquist made three classifications* idealism, realism, and pragma¬
tism. Out of these three world philosophies he derived equivalent educational
philosophies. This he expressed in the following statement*
j—
Merle Scott Ward, Teachers College Contributions to Education (New York,
193U), p. 128.
2
Earl C, Kelley and Marie I. Rasey, Education and the Nature of Man (New
York, 1952), p. 61*.
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In keeping viUi the fnndamental philosophies of life (idealism,
realism, and pragmatism) thex« are three dominant expressions of Afri¬
can* ••education* First at the ext^reme right is traditionalism, recent¬
ly re-vi-ved as essentlallsm; second, at the extreme left is progressi-
vism, sponsored by the ProgressiYe Education Association) third, there
is the middle-of-the-road position, occupied more or less by the defi¬
nitely idealist) its patron saint fo recent years was ViUiam Harris, .
United States Commissioner of Education (1889-1906). The second school
of thought is centered in Professor John Dewey, eminent American Prag¬
matist, and his disciples, William H« Kilpatxdek, B<^ H* Bodle, Harold
Bugg, George S* Counts et al* The third moTement is usually^associated
with E« L* Thorndike, Charles H. Judd, W. W, Charters et al*'*'
2
However, Brameld closely aligned realism with idealism and emerged with
really two general classifications • Therefore the brief survey of points of
view consisted of pertinent statements from the two polar classifications of
traditionalism on the one hand and progressivism on the other*
Considering traditionalism first (it seems to be the older), the whole
philosophy appears to be wrapped up in the idea of seeking after stabilizing
forces in and for socieiy* The following lines byWillie Smith expzwss this
idea with great beauty and eloquences
I know three things must alway be
To keep a nation strong and frees
One is a hearth stone bright and dear.
With busy happy loved ones near)
One is a read^ and cordial hand.
To love and serve and keep the land)
One is a worn and beaten way.
To where the people go to pray*
So long as these are kept alive.
Nation and people will survive*
God keep them alwey everywhere s .
The Flag, the Hearth, the Place of Prayer*"^
Kelley and Rasey attempted to identic "the underlying cause of this philo¬
sophy* Their esqplanation is as follows s
1
John T. Wahlquist, The Philosophy of American Education (New York, 19itU)
p* 81i*
2
Theodore Brameld, 0£* cit*, pp* lli0-50*
Willie Smith, Lasting Values.
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We have sought after truth ehleh would be reliable for all time, and
ha-ve clung to idiat seemed to be absolutes. We hoped for something on
which we could firmly place our feet in order to face what ever storms
we might encounter. Because change came slowly until recently, and be*
cause individuals' lives are short, it has seemed at times that certain
truths were eternal. The shifting was slow enough to serve the short
span of the individual, and the.next generation had its own set of eter¬
nal truths, somewhat different.'^
Dr. Florence U. Bead, retiring president of Spelman College, expressed
the essence of this philosophy as reported ly the Atlanta Constitution. She
is credited with making the following statement t
Educators need to get their feet on the znwg of reality...imitation,
novelty, material equipment and over-emphasis on the machinery of educa¬
tion are the superficialities of education...line buildings, costly equip¬
ment, and record systems cannot equal excellent teaching...students should
seek the objectives of scholarship and culture...the eternal things have
not changed and neither have the purposes of life.^
Wahlquist attempted to describe in specific terms the order of the day in
the traditional school. His description is as follows*
The traditional school proceeds more or less on the mechanistic theory
of learning, at least in teaching the skills, and considers subjects in
moz^ or less sequential and logical order, according to a more or less
rigid time schedule, relying mainly on printed courses of stuc^ and sub-
JectHBatter tests. Subjects are regarded as externals to which the child
must adjust, mastery of skills is the teacher's primary goal, interest is
the reward of accomplishment, and regimentation and conformity are favored.
The course of study is largely determined by the experts without reference
to the teacher or the specific learner. The administration is the final
authority, and supervisors, principals and teachers usually fall into
line.^
Stanley, Smith and Shores discussed traditionalism in terms of educational
objectives. Their statement is as followst
The purpose of education (traditionally) is to prepare the individual
to live in a certain kind of society. Educational objectives will be
found in the beliefs, attitudes, knowledge, and skills required for effec¬
tive participation in the common life of the social group. The individual
T
Earl C. Kelley and Marie I. Rasey, qp. cit., p. 12.
2
The Atlanta Constitution, July 1, 1953*
3
John T. Wahlquist, o£. cit., p. ?0.
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interests of the child shotild not be nholl/ neglected, bnt these interests
are not of primary importance. The important thing is that he shall be¬
come the kind of person desired by society and that he shall acqxiire the
outlooks, knowledges, and skills demanded by it; consequently esphasis is
placed on discipline and on the mastery of curriculum determined almost
exclusively social rather than by individual objectives.^
Considering now the points of view from the other end of the axis, the
progresslvlst orientation has already been set forth in connection with the
definition of terms in the statement of the problem. However, as a matter of
reorientation and to bring in other sources of authority for a better clari¬
fication of the underlying philosophy a very brief discussion is entered here.
The central idea underlying progressive education seems to stem from the
rapidly changing pattern of society itself, being propelled ever faster by
science and technology. Truth then becomes only relative in nature, and is
so viewed in every area of human experience. The following lines from James
Russel Lowell elegantly express this philosophy!
New times demand new measures and new men.
The world advances and in time out grows
The laws that in our father's day were best;
And doubtless after tis some purer scheme
Will be shaped out by wiser men than we, .
Made wiser by the steacfy growth of truth.
Dewey, a most Illustrious advocate of progressive education, discussed it
in relation to the modification of the enviroiunent and the individual in terms
of knowledge. His statement is as follows:
Its (progressive education) essential feature is to maintain the
continuity of knowing with an activity which purposely modifies the en¬
vironment. It holds that knowledge in its strict sense of something
possessed consists of our intellectual resources of all the habits that
render our action intelligent. Only that which has been organized into
our dispositions so as to enable us to adapt the environment to our needs
1 —~
B. Othanel Smith, William 0. Stanley, and J. Harlan Shores, Fundamentals
of Curriculum Development (New Tork, 1950), pp. 156-57.
2
James Russel Lowell, A Peep Behind the Curtain.
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and adapt our, aims and desires to the situation in uhieh «e Uts really
is knowledge
Stanley, Sadth and Shores also Identified the ebjectiyes In the curricultim
from this point of view* !nielr explanation is as follows*
The curriculum cannot be derived solely, or primarily, from the demands
and requlTements of society without doing violence to both the normal pro¬
cess of maturation and the facts of individual differences* Learning,
properly understood, is not the mastery of the product of other people's
learning but progressive growth in the Intelligent direction of purposeful
activities* The heart of the curriculum***should consist of a wide variety
of purposeful activities based on the present capacities. Interests, and
needs of the learner* **The educator should never forget that his flrtt
du^ is to help the child, at each stage of his development, to live as
richly and eospletaly as possible in order that his capacities and abili¬
ties may reach their fullest stature*^
To give a casual run down on a little more of the huge stock piles of
current literature in the areas of educational philosophy as related to both
schools of thought, the foUofwing broad areas were singled out for specific
references*
1* administration,
2* psychology and statistics,
3* curriculum planning,
U* guidance,
5* special areas of concern*
In the areas of administration, Jacobson, et al*,^ Edmonson, et. al.,^
1
John Dewey, Democracy and Education (New York, 1916). p* UOO*
2
B* Othanel Smith, Williaa 0* Stanley, and J* Harlan Shores, ot* cit*,
P. 159*
3
Paul B* Jacobson, WiUiaa C* Beavis, and James D* Logsdon, Duties of
School Principals (New York, 1950) pp* 1-28*
5
J* B* Edmonson, Joseph Roemer, and Ft*ancls L* Bacon, The Administration
of the Modem Secondaiy School (New York, 19U8) pp* 1<«U5*
12
12 3
Searsy Otto, and tha National Society for the Stndgr of Education give ex¬
tended interpretations as to administrative functions in the light of the new¬
er concepts of the role of the school*
In the area of psychology and statistics, Cruze,^ Cole,^ Guilford,^ Hnrlock^
are very specific in emphasing the nature of psychology and statistics relevant
to the is^lementatlon of progressive education*
It appears that professional literature in connection with various aspects
of the cundculum is more abundant than in aiy of Ihe other areas mentioned*
Lee and Lee,® Brug,^ Burton,^® Stratemeyer, et al*,^ Beck,^ al*.^^ discussed
1
Jesse B* Sears, The Nature of the Administrative Process (New York, 19^0),
PP* 3-39.
2
Henry J. Otto, ra* eit*, pp* 1-lU*
3
National Society for the Stuc^ of Education, Education in Rural Comanmities
Fiftj-first Year Book, Part II (Chicago, 1952X pp* 6-U5.
Wendell W* Cruze, General Psychology for College Students (New York, 1951),
pp. 3-19*
5
LeuUa Cole, Psychology of Adolescence (New York, 1951^ PP* 566-67*
6
J* P* Guilford, Fundamental Statistics in Psychology and Education (New
York, 1950), pp* 1-5.
7
Elizabeth 6* Hurlock, Adolescent Development (New York, 19U9), pp* 1-20*
8
J* U. Lee, and D* H. Lee, The Child and His Curriculum (New Yoric, 19U0),
pp. li-20*
9
Edward A* Brug, Curriculum Planning (New York, 1950), pp* 26-142*
10
William H* Burton, The Guidance of Learning Activities (New York, I9I1I4).
pp. 22-31. ■
11
Florence B* Stratemeyer, Hamden L* Forkner, and Margaret G* McEln, Bevelop-
ing a Curriculum for Modem Living (New York, 1950), pp* 1-22.
12 ■
Robert H* Beck, Walter W* Cook, and Nolan C* Kearney, Curxleulum in the
Modem Elementary School (New York, 1953), pp* 70-75*
13
the new concepts of the currlctilnm in the progressive elementary school*
1 2
liberty,Faunce and Bossing, the National Society for the Study of Educa>
tion? discussed curriculum changes as conceived in connection with the modem
hi^ school* The Georgia Program for the Improvement of Instruction^ inter¬
prets curriculum revision for progressive education in Georgia*
In the area of special concerns such as, reading and arithmetic; Betts,^
6
and Kottmeyer are considered foremost in the field of reading; while Brow-
7 8
nell,' and Stokes are considered leaders in the field of arithmetic*
o Tl
In the area of guidance, Rogers,^ Erickson, Shartle, and Sturtevant,
1
Harold liberty, Reorganlglng the High-School Curriculum (New York, 1950),
pp* 29-39.
2
Roland C* Faunce, and Nelson L* Bossing, Developing the Core Curriculum
(New York, 1951), PP* 11-25.
3
National Society for the Study Education, Idoleseence* Forty-'Uilrd Year
Book, Part I (Chicago, 1914^), PP* 300-20*
h
Georgia State Department of Education* Georgia Program for the Improve-
ment of Instruction* Bulletin Ho* 2* liJ.anta, Ga*; the Department, 1937*
5
E&nostt llbert Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction (New York, 1950),
pp* 15-35.
6
William Kottmeyer, Handbook for Remedial Reading (St* Louis, 19U7), PP*
75-87*
7
W* 1* Brownell, Psychological Considerations in -tiie Learning md Teaching
Arithmetic* Tenth Yearbook or ihe National Council of Teachers of liathematics
(Sew York, 1935), PP* 1-32*
8
C* Newton Stokes, Teaching the Ifeanings of Arithmetic (Hew York, 1951),
pp. 61-73.
9
Carl R* Rogers, Client-Centered Therapy (New York, 1951) * PP* U81-95*
10
Clifford £* Erickson, A Basic Text for Guidance Workers (New York, 19U7),
pp* 1-25*
11
Carroll L* Shartle, Occupational Information (New York, 1951), PP* 5-7*
1 2
et have made outstanding eontributlona* Adomo^ et al*, give extended
research on prejudice*
1 ^^
Sarah Strutevant, Euth Strang, and Margaret McKIb, Trends In Student Per-
sonnel Work* Teachers College Contributions to Education No* 7&7 (New Tork.
I^6)rppri-35.
2
Adorno, T* W*, ^ al«> The Authoritarian Personality (New Tork, 1950),
pp* 12-ii3*
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION, ANALISIS, AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
Presentation of Data*— The collected data were arranged for presenta¬
tion according to the foUoiring categories and synbols of identificationt
Subject column Number of subjects and the two










Total for strong Democratic Orientation
Objective scores Totals for S and T giving each the same weight*
The hipest possible score on X Instrument was l50, and the hipest possi¬
ble score on T Instrument was 26* Looking under the column of objective scores
across from the two instruments the scores of each subject can be seen and ap¬
praised in light of the highest pessible score on each instrument*
The two instruments were correlated by setting up a seattesr-gram on an
Edward*s chart and using the Pearson r formula* The correlation was rectilineax
having an "r* size of •56U» idilch is highly significant at both the 5 per cent
and 1 per cent levels of confidence* Copies of these instnunents are to be
foxmd in the Appendix*









of 13 on instrunent T are tlie points of departure for deteradning the accept¬
ing or the rejecting of the null* Looking at the data closely, one can see
how far each subject deviated from the center ($0 per cent) toward the demo¬
cratic pole of the continutmi. The higher one's score is in this direction the
more he is supposed to be a believer in progzessive and democratic ideas| the
loner one's score is, the more he is supposed to be of a traditional orienta¬
tion* It can be easily seen that most of the scoxes did not deviate very far
from the center in either direction* However, some scores went beyond the
100 limit, and a few reached as high as 120 on the X instrument* The hipest
score on the Z instrument was 129, and the lowest was 26} the highest score
on the T instrument was 23, and the lowest was 1*
Table U, shewing the tabulation of the raw data, is found in the Appendix.
To facilitate critical analysis, and statistical coiqpariaon, the data were
eondeixsed into table form showing the independent groups to be ccmipared as
they rated on the Instruments X and T* The subjects were grouped for eonqpari-
eon according to sex, rural and urban} U-yr* college and above, and 3*^*
college and under} iS^^r* experience and above, and llt^yr* experience and
under* The number of subjects, mean distribution of scores, the standard de¬
viation, and standard error of mean, were placed opposite each group* This
furnished all necessary ixxformatlon for applying a ■t" test for significant
differences* Table 1 shows this azrangement and ratings on the X Instzmment
and table 2 shows the same on instrument T*
Analysis and Interpi^tation of Data*— Ihe above mentioned tables enable
one now to actually go into the analysis and interpretation of data* Looking
at the "t" column on the two tables representing the two instruments X and T
respectively, the numbers opposite each conipared group must be interpreted on
an appropriate statistical tables The men and women ecmiparison has a "t* of
17
2 *5 on instrument T. As II-2 equals the allowed degrees of freedom, the de^
grees of freedom are 209, 211 being N. The $ per cent level of confidence
was chosen as the standard for determining significance. At the 5 cent
level, a "t" ration of at least 1,972 is required for significance. At this
level the difference is highly significant between the men and women on both
instruments in favor of the men, Therefore the null hypothesis as applied to
this coB^arison was rejected. In two other comparisons} namely, college
and above, and 3^^s, college, and under} iS-yrs, experience and above, and
lU-TTs, experience, and under} there is also a significant difference on both
instruments, the significant difference favoring the U-yrs. college and above
group} and the llt«yrs, experience, and under groups respectively. In these
two iiutances the null hypothesis was rejected. However, in the eon^arison
of the rural and urban teachers no significant diffezwnce was found on either
Instrument, and the null hypothesis was retained.
The purpose of this study as related in the first chapter, was to deter-
mine the attitudes of teachers toward progressive education ty answezdng the
following questions
1, Ihat are the attitudes of the group as a whole toward progressi'ra edu¬
cation as defined in the stud^?
2, IVhat In^lloatlons these attitudes hold fort
a, curriculum planning,
b, methods of instruction,
c, physical facilities,
d, administration,
3» IWiat are the differences in these attitudes as expressed by, urban
teachers as compared with rural teachers} by men teachers as compared with
women teachers} by teachers wl1h~l5-yr8, of experience or more, as compared
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with teachers with lU-yrs« of experience or less} by teacher with lj.-yrs# of
college training or Btore^ as compared with teachers with 3~7r8 of college
training or less.
The basic assxusqption nnderlying the writer's approach to the answer to
these questions is that one's reactions and responses to situations ean be
well predicted if his phllosoplqr about the common elements that make up these
situations are known. With walid and reliable instruments oriented to world
and educational philosoidiies, beliefs which in turn reflect attitudes, were
identified on a continuum with progressirLsm, or demoeracj on one end, and
traditionalism, or authoritarianism on the o-Uier. On this continuum one's
beliefs would place him in one or the ether areas at whatever distance from
the center his objective would fall.
In answering the first question concerning the attitudes of the group as
a whole toward progressive education, the objective answer ean be fotmd in the
mean score of the group tested against the null l^othesis. The null l^othe-
sis as applied here presupposes that all teachers are traditionally oriented
as that was the existing order before progressive education was advocated.
This would make any score beyond 75 (50 per cent) on X instrument and 13 on
T Instz^iment toward the pole of democratic orientation as indicative of a
successful change in 'Uiat direction if significantly proven. The mean score
is 77*8 on X instrument and 13.1 on instrument T (Table 3)* These mean scores
represent a 2«8 score departure from the SO per cent point toward the demo^
eratle pole on X instrument, and a *1 score departure toward the democratic
pole on the T instrument. Upon subjecting these differences to the "t” test
using the formula for the standsurd error of proportions, no significant dif¬
ference was found, and the null hypothesis must be retained. But upon check¬
ing the range as found in Tablr 3, a wide discrepancy was seen to exist
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TABLE 1












Women 190 73.76 16.15 1.18
Ifen 21 90.1 13.75 3.07
5.0
Urban 130 75.9 18.3 1.6




Above Ihk 87.li 16.7 Uk
3-yr*
College and




and Above 58 70.U 12.5 1.6
lU-^*
Experience
and Under 153 79.6 18.7 1.5
li.2
«The S% level of significance is 1*972*
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TABLE 2










Women 190 12,78 5.3U .39
Men 21 15.1 3.8U •86
2.5
Thrban 130 11.8 li.92 .lt3
Rural 81 11.1 3.79 •U2
1.1









and Above 58 11.3 3.9h CMXf\.
lli-yr.
Experience
and Under 153 12.9 5*35 •I4I4
2.3
■i^ignificance at the 5 per cent level is 1.972
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between the highest and lowest scores on both instmiDentSy as previously
pointed out* This indicates that there are individuals in the group with
attitudes ranging from almost eoaplete authoritarianism to hl^ enthusiasm
toward progresslvism*
It was further observed that in many Instances the responses of the sub¬
jects as registered on the instruments were inconsistent* The Instirraents
were set up with many statements having a paired statement with an opposite
orientation* Therefore it was impossible to agree or disagree with both
statements and be consistent* This high degree of inconsistency accounted
for many scores falling at or near the 50 per cent point on the continuum*
This indicates that a large number of teachers was lacking in any clear-cut
philosophical orientation^ and was beset with the Tincertainties of fluctua-
4
ting opinions»
To give a general ideas as to how the responses ran on some of the state¬
ments that the writer considers to have high indicative value on educational
philosophy, a few of these statements are listed below with their total teacher
reactions t
1* A principal should call in a new teacher and outline his program*
Strong agreement or tendency to agree - -163
Strong disagreement or tendency to disagree - -- -- -- ---1^8
2* The types of activities carried on by the school are much more ia^jort-
ant than the buildings and equipment*
Strong agreement or tendency to agiree - -- -- -- -- -- - -211
Strong dlsagzwement or tendency to disagree - -- -- -- -- - o
3* Curriculum content should steer clear of controversial issues, such




STATISTICAL DATA ON GROUP AS A WHOLE




Z 77.8 102 16.9 150
T 13.1 22 lt.3 26
Strong agreeioent or tendency to agree - - 176
Strong diaagreement or tendency to disagree - -- -- -- -- - 35
U* The school should ellailnate all unpleasantness in connection idth any
of its work*
Strong agreement or tendency to agree - -- -- -- -- -- -- loU
Strong disagreement or tendency to disagree - -- -- -- -- - 10?
5* Whenever possible, subject matter should be approached through the
emotions and imagination*
Strong agreement or tendency to agree - -- -- -- -- -- -- 79
Strong disagreement or tendency to disagree - -- -- -- -- - 132
6* The curriculum should be conqposed mostly of those things irtd.ch have
been found to be good over the years and presented in such a wsy that Ihie
children will like them*
Strong agreement or tendency to agree - -- -- -- -- -- -- 109
Strong disagreement or tendency to disagree - -- -- -- -- - 102
To anseer the second question as to ehat implications these attitudes hold
for the various aspects of progressive education as mentioned in the statement
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of the problem, the writer considered seperatelj, the implications as relevant
to each aspect as this would make possible a better understanding of the mai^
problems arising in these various areas as these attitudes manifest themselves
in behavior patterns.
In the area of curriculum planning, teachers who made low scores may be
expected to favor the subject-centered CTirrlculum, idiere the subject matter
is classified and organized in accordance with the aim of explanation. The
Important thing in this form of curriculum is that the learner understands
what is presented to him and that he accepts it on authority. The conclusions
are reached and the acceptance is imposed outside the learner's experience.
Those teachers idio made hi^ scores msy be expected to favor the e:qperience-
centered curriculum whereby the interests and puzposes of children determine
the educational program. The activities are planned cooperatively l^y students
and the teacher. The problem is posed, the necessary skills are employed to
bring about the solution within the expeHence of the learner.
In the area of methods of Instruction, those favoring the subject>centered
curriculum msy be expected to use the lecture method, the question and answer
method, the textbook method, et cetera, idiereby the student would be expected
to retain and reproduce the content as outlined by a pre-concelved course of
study. The students would normally devote most of their time in stud^iring the
printed pages and mastering facts in isolation to present d^ needs. Evalua¬
tion would consist largely of written examination, utilizing some large block
of time at the end of a given period. Uotivatlon would be sou^t through pun¬
ishment condemnation or other means, or approval in accordance with the
teacher-evaluated pupil success.
Those teachers favoring the expeidLence-centered curriculum may be expected
to use the problenMolTlng method which uses subject matter as a means of sol¬
ving problems and not as an end in itself* Subject matter would be called in
as it is needed from almost every field of knowledge, therefore requiring large
assortments of resource materials. Evaulation would be in terms of pupil grow¬
th as evidenced by behavior in the direction of the educational objectives.
Ifotivatlon would be obtained by stimulated pupil self-evaluation.
In connection with physical facilities, those favoring the subject-centered
curriculum may be expected to place orders for fewer teaching materials, and
of a limited variety, but with emphasis on such things as, examination paper,
paper clips, pencil sharpners, erasers, chalk, et cetera. The gymnasium would
be used mostly for inter-scholastic competitive games, especially basketball.
The busses would be used strictly for the transportation of pupils to and from
school, except for conference inter-scholastic games. The buildings would be
considered as places for classes and not as ^dia to facilitate community acti¬
vities. A building with a main entrance coming by the principal's office would
be considered necessary in order for the principal to be able to check on the
"comings and goings” of both pupils and teachers.
Of course, the opposite would bo true for those vtoo favored the experlenced-
centered cuxuriculum. The busses would bo requested for educational tours. The
busses would be requested for educational tours. Ihe buildings and grounds
would bo considered highly desirable for the stimulation of community activi¬
ties, and thus serving as a focal point for deliberation on community problems.
The buildings themselves would have exits directly to the outside from every
class room as the group discipline would be considered able to take care of the
•comings and goings" of both teachers and pupils. Provision would be made for
every child to use the gymnasium and become intrensicaUy motivated to develop
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his physical resources to their fullest capacities. The cherished iteos on
the supply list would be art gum, manila tagboard, tenqpra paint, finger paint,
scissors, paste, modeling clay, plastic foam, dry-cell batteries, electric
pliers, copper wire, et cetera.
As to the adminlstratlTe aspect, the disciples of the subject-centered
curriculum would favor an organisation vtoereby a hierarchy of authority would
be established to transmit the working discipline in descending order from
the board of education, and the office of the superintendent, down to the teach*
ing level with little if any modification. Few confezwnces would be held and
then for the purpose of getting more thoroughly acquainted with the application
of this discipline at the various departmental levels.
Those whose attitudes revealed a democratic orientation would favor an or¬
ganization whereby the working discipline would stem from the interaction of
individual points of view transformed into groups concensus at the teaching
level. Many conferences would be favored for the purpose of re-examination
and revision if need be.
Looking at the above interpretation, it can easily be seen that many con¬
flicts, and much confusion can result from misunderstandings vhen these various
orientations of attitudes are present in a school system. Althou^ considered
as a whole, the group appeared traditionally minded, it is obvious, however,
that it does not function as such, for in reality the total number of subjects
does not make a •group*| it makes only an aggregation of people. The word
"group* implies much more commonality than exists here. It further shows how
misleading objective scores can be irtien applied en masse to a wide range of
human traits.
The third question deals with identifying these differences, if any, be¬
tween the intra—groups. Tables X and 2 show no significant difference between
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the attitudes of rural and urban teachers on either instrustenty but -Uiey do
shov significant differences between the other three compared groups, as vas
previously pointed out. But In each comparison where there existed a large
discrepancy In training, there was a significant difference, but In the one
coBopazlson where there was no significant dlffeirence there was practically no
discrepancy In training. In the comparison of men and women, all the men had
U-yrs. of college training or above, idille the span of training for the women
ranged from $-yra, of college down to 1-yr.
CHAPTER ni
SDMMART, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS FOR
EDUCATIONAL IHEQRr AND PRACTICE
Introductory Statement*— Much stress is currently being placed on the
new role edxication should plsy in our fast changing society* Teachers are
flocking back to school in numbers far in excess of earlier days* Vast sums
of money are being spent to implement this newer concept of education* Out
of an expenditure of 228 million dollars during the fiscal year of 1952-53,
Georgia spent 111 million dollars for education*^ These figures are round
numbers, of course*
As the teachers of any school system are the media through which opportu¬
nities for experiences are provided for childxea to acquire formal education
of any sort, then the beliefs of teachers become critical factors in imple¬
menting the curriculum. Many conflicting opinions concerning the role of the
school have axlsen during the past thirty years at all levels and in all areas
of public school administration, idiich have resulted In the breaking down of
much favorable human relationship* The study of attitudes of teachers toward
education in the li^t of this newer concept became the objective of the writer.
Statement of Problem*— The problem Involved in this study was to deter¬
mine, analyse, and eoBpare the attitudes of teachers in four counties in Geor¬
gia toward certain aspects of progressive education; namely, curriculum, ad¬
ministration, methods of instruction, and physical facilities*
Definitions of Terms.— The term, "progressive education" has but few
T
Atlanta Constitution, July 19, 1953
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equals in professional literature in terns of being nis-understood and dif¬
fusely interpreted. HoesTer, for the purpose of this studty, the definitions
and interpretations as set forth by Brameld and Otto obtained as a basis for
orientation. Eraneld expressed it as follows:
Progressive education...is the spirit of open Inqulzy, of tireless
investigation, of willingness to listen to opposing ideas and to give
them a chance to prove their worth. It is the belief in man's ability
to face Ihe world with his own skills and powers and solve his problems
throu^ his own active intelligence...It is not the passive absorption
of knowledge as an end, but a striving (tynamlc process engaged in by
carrying on.••problem-solving activities.^
Otto expressed the same idea, but oriented more to the classroom level.
His statement is as follows:
Progressive education is referred to as generally the modification
in practice resulting in procedures idd.ch give mors attention to the
needs of the individual, stimulate learning through self-directed, pur¬
poseful activities, develop group consciousness or -Uie cooperative
spirit, provide many opportunities for exeative self expression..
As the foregoing definitions have direct implications toward the exper¬
ience-cantered curriculum, this stu^y viewed progressive education as that
education premised and inedicated on the experience-centered curriculum
taking into consideration its many shades of acceptances and adaptations.
The Purpose of the Stucbr*-— The puipose of the study was to determine:
1. What are the attitudes of the group as a whole toward progressive
education as defined in the study?
2, lhat implications these attitudes hold for:
a. curriculum planning,




Theodozw Brameld, qp, c^., p. 153.
2
Henry J. Otto, ©£• eit., p. 97.
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3. Ihat are the differences in these attitudes as es^ressed by, urban
teachers as compared with rural teachersi by isen teachers as compared with
women teachers; by teachers with l^-ijrrs# of experience or more^ as compared
with teachers with lU*^s. of e^^rtence or less; by teachers with U-yxs, of
college training or more, as compared with teachers with 3“yrs« of college or
less?
Types of Materials and Subject Involved.-^ The Inventory of Beliefs
adapted in part by the Ifaiversity of Chicago from the Cooperative Study of
Evaluation in General Education of the American Council on Education in 195l>
was one of the instruments decided upon. This inventory consists of 100
statements which range over a wide variety of topics set up in such a way that
their elicited reactions could be Interpreted in terms of world philosophies.
This instrument was designated as instrument X.
Along with this instrument another instrument containing 26 statements
was constructed after the same pattern, the statements being oriented to
educational philosophy as it is related to the various aspects of progressive
education as defined in the stud^. This instrument was designated as instru¬
ment T.
The subjects consisted of the teaching persoimel of four counties in Geor¬
gia; namely, liberty, Bryan, Evans, and Bichmond. Liberty, Bryan, and Evans
Counties are classified as rural counties, and Bichmond County is classified
as urban by the United States Census.^
Period of Stud^r.— The period of the stuiy, considering the time that
the problem was delineated to the completion of the thesis proper, included
1
The Ihiited States Bureau of Census, og. cit., Vol. II.
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the dates of Februar7 1, 1952 to August lU, 1953*
Procedure*— The Normative-Survey me-Uiod of research was used, eiqjloylng
an adaptation of the questionnaire inquiry technique.
1. The instillments, with carefully worded instructions, were sent to the
teachers by way of the county school superintendents.
2. Data were tabulated into the areas to be analyzed as they were drawn






f. categories of response(1)• democratic(2). authoritarian
3. Tables were then drawn from this tabulation for study.
U. These data were presented, analyzed, and interpreted.
Summary was made and conclusions drawn.
6. Implications for educational theory and practice were indicated.
7* Thesis in its final form was assembled and presented.
Survey of Related Literature.— There is no literature known to the writer
that is related in specific nature to the stuc^. However, there is much litera¬
ture on points of view in the area of opposing philosophies of education.
Roughly, these philosophical opinions seem to orient themselves to two opposite
poles of thou^t with varying degrees of likeness as they align themselves to¬
ward the center. Therefore the brief survey of points of view consisted of
pertinent statements from the two polar classifications of traditionalism on
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the one hand and progreaslvlam on the other*
Conaidering traditionalism first (it seems to be the older), the iihole
philosophy appears to be erapped np in the idea of seeking after stabilizing
forces in and for society, in order to have something on ehich it conld firm*
ly place its feet to withstand ehate-ver storms it mi^t encotmter* Truths
were sou^t after that would be valid for all times*
Dr* Florence M* Read, retiring president of Spelman College, esqpressed the
essence of this philosopiqr as reported by the Atlanta Constitution* She is
credited with making the following statements
Educators need to get their feet on the rung of reality*••imitation,
novelty, material equipment and over<-eBqphasis on the machinery of educa~
tion are the superficialities of education*••Fine buildings, costly equip¬
ment, and record systems cannot equal excellent teaching***students should
seek the objectives of scholarship and culture**•The eternal things have
not changed and neither have the purposes of life.^
Stanley, Smltii and Shores discussed traditionalism in terms of educational
objectives* Their statement is as follows:
The purpose of education (traditionally) is to prepare the individual
to live in certain kind of society* Educational objectives will be found
in ^e beliefs, attitudes, knowledge, and skills required for effective
participation in the common life of the social group* The individual in¬
terests of the child should not wholly be neglected, but these interests
are not of primary iiiportance* The important thing is that he shall be¬
come the kind of person desired by society* ••*^
Considering now the points of view from the other end of the axis, the
central idea underlying progressive education seems to stem from the rapidly
changing pattern of society itself, being propelled ever faster ’by science and
technology* Truth then becomes only relative in nature, and is so viewed in
every area of human experience*
1 —
The Atlanta Constitution, July 1, 1953*
2
B* Othanel Smi'Ui, William 0* Stanley, and J* Harland Schores, Fundamentals
of Curriculum Development, p« l56*
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Dewe7> a most illustrious advocate of progressive education, discussed it
in relation to the modification of the environment and the individual in terms
of knowledge* His statement is as fellows*
Its (pro^essive educatione essential feature is to maintain the eon-
tinuit7 of knowllng with an activity which purposely modifies ttie environ¬
ment* It hold that knowledge in its strict sense of something possessed
consists of our Intellectual resources of all the habits that render our
action intelligent* Only that which has been organized into our disposi¬
tions so as to enable us to adapt the environment to our needs and adapt
our alms and desires to the situation in which we live really is know¬
ledge*^
Stanley, Smith and Shores also identified the objectives in the curriculum
from this point of view* Their explanation is as followst
The curriculum cannot be derived solely, or primarily, from the demands
and requirements of society without doing violence to both the normal pro¬
cess of,maturation and to the facts of individual differences* Learning
properly understood, is not the mastery of the product of other people's
learning but progressive growth in the intelligent direction of purposeful
activities*^
To give a casual run down on a little more of the huge stock piles of cur¬
rent literature in the areas of educational philosophy as related to both
schools of thou^, the following broad areas were singled out for specific re¬
ference t
1. administration
2* psychology and statistics
3* euiTiculum planning
U* guidance
areas of special concern*
1 — —
John Dewey, m, eit*, p* liOO*
Z




In the area of adnlnlatration) Jacobson, et al», Edmonson et al». Sears,
Otto,^ and the National Society for the Study of Education^ give extended in¬
terpretations as to administrative functions in the light of the newer concepts
of the role of the school*
fi ^ 8
In the area of psychology and statistics, Cruze, Cole,' Guildord, Hur-
o
lock are very specific in emphasing the nature of psychology and statistics
revelant to the implementation of progressive education.
In the area of curriculum planning. Burton,^® lies and Lee,^^ Krug,^^ Stra-
temeyer et al«,^ Beck et al*,^^ discussed the new concepts of the eurriculnm
1-28.
2
Paul B. Jacobson, William C. Reavls, and Jan^s B* Logsdon, 0£. cit», pp.
I
J. B* Edmonson, Joseph Roemer, and Francis L. Bacon, cit., pp. 1-U5*
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Jesse B. Sears, o£. cit*, pp. 3-39*
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Henry J. Otto, o£. cit., pp. l-lli.
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Wendell W. Cruze, cit*, pp. 3-19*
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LeuUa Cole, o£. c^., pp* 566-67.
J. P. Guilford, o£. cit*, pp. 1-5.
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William H. Burton, og. cit., pp. 22-31.
J. M. Lee, and D. If* Lee, og. cit*, pp. U-20*
Edward A. Krug, og. cit*, pp. 26-lil.
Robert H. Beck, Walter W, Cook, and Nolan C. Kearney, og. cit., pp. 70-75.lU




in the progressive elementary school. Alberty, Faiince and Bossing, the
3
National Soclely for the Stu^y of Education discussed cm*riculum changes as
conceived in connection vrith the modem high school. The Georgia Program for
1,
the Improvement of Instmction^ interpmted curriculum revision for Progressive
education in Georgia.
In the area of special concerns, such as, reading, axi.thmetie; Betts,^
6 7
Kottmeyer are considered foremost in the field of madingi mhlle Brownell, '
8
and Stokes'^ are considered leaders in the field of arithmetic.
In the area of guidance, Rogers,^ Shartle,^® Erickaon,^^ and Sturtevant
12
et al., have made outstanding contributions*
S\nmnary of Findings and Conclusions*-- The statistical data of the find¬
ings are presented in tables 1, 2, and .3 on pages 19, 20, and 22 respectively*
A summary statement of these findings was considered as an answer to the ques¬
tions as stated in the purpose of the stu^y*
1 ———
Harold Alberty, ot. cit., pp. 29-39*2
Roland C* Faunce, and Nelson L. Bossing, ot. cit*, pp* 11-25*
3
National Society for the Study of Education, og. cit., pp. 300-20.
i*
^Geor^a State Department of Education, og* cit.,
Emmett Albert Betts, og. c^., pp* 15-35*
6
William Kottmeyer, op* cit*, pp* 75-85*
7
W. A* Brownell, og. cit*, pp. 1-32.
8
C. Newton Stokes, op*_clt«, pp. 61-73*
9
Carl R. Rogers, og. cit., pp. 1^81-95*
10
Carroll L* Shartle, op. cit*, pp. 5-7*
11
Clifford E, Erickson, op. cit., pp. 1-25*
12
Sarah Sturtevant, Ruth Strang, and Margaret IfcKim, og. cit., pp. 1-35*
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The laean score of the group as a ehole, tested against the null hypothesis,
showed no significant difference} that is, no reliable change from the authori¬
tarian position toward the deffiocratic or progressive position. In the compari¬
son of the men teachers with the women teachers, there was a significant dif¬
ference in favor of the men in the sense of movement from the authoritarian to
the democratic position. In the comparison of the rural teachers and urban
teachers, there was no significant difference. In the comparison of teachers
with ii-yrs. of college training and above, with teachers with 3*^8. of college
training and under, there was a significant difference in favor of the former.
In the eoB^arison of teachers with of experience or more, with teachers
with llt^-yrs. of experience and less, there was a significant difference in
favor of the latter. Much inconsistency was found in many responses, and a
wide range of scores existed on-both instruments.
Because the group as a whole showed no significant difference, but between
certain intra-groups significant differences were present, led to the conclu¬
sion that some factors must be operating within the intra-groups that were not
registering statistically in the group as a whole. It was noted that whenever
the intra-groups were compared on any vairable, and a large descrepancy of
training existed, a significant difference appeared; but idien a descrepancy
of training was not large, no significant difference occurred. This led to
the conclusion that the significant difference was being caused by the factor
of training. However, this factor of training had not been extensive enough
to show significantly in the group as a whole.
Inconsistency in responses, and a wide range of score distributions trans¬
formed into corresponding patterns of behavior, led to the conclusion that
teaching would be of such nature that frustration would reign among the pupils
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and learning irotild be reduced to a negligible state*
Implications for Education Theory and Practice*—» To conclude that the
findings in this study are representative of the state of Georgia and the
nation would not be valid* This in itself indicates the need for a more ex¬
tended study* There are, however, certain implications that can be drawn
from the study ss being important to educational theory and practice* A few
of these implications are listed belows
1. There is a need for an understanding and acceptance of the fact that
in our rapidly changing society there have inevitably arisen many shades of
varying opinions as to vAiat should constitute good education*
2* Thei^ is a need for these varied and divergent opinions to be given
full consideration as to their value, being judged by the group Involved, in
bringing about what is commonly accepted as needed changes in educational
theory and practice*
3* There is a need for teachers to strive to state their philosophy and
constantly reexamine their thinking, giving full consideration to the many
sources of authori^ in the field, and observing in a functional setting the
results as they prove of disprove themselves in the light of the teachers'
abilities to apply them to their own \mique situations* This will enable the
teachers to come through with a clear philosophical orientation, which will
give them poise and emotional well being in every phase of their school life*
h* There is a need for the administrators of teacher training programs
to give serious consideration to the welter of educational beliefs and con¬
victions concealed in the unexpressed thinking of the teachers for whom the
program is designed to serve* Further, there is a need for then to consider
the effectiveness of the prevailing aiethods being used in the attempt to
change attitudes and values* ire there other siethods more effective? Are
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thej sirare of the fact that the fundamental task i^on ehlch they are engaged
is one of changing attitudes and values? To ehat extent are the7 using test>
ed knowledge of psychology and the other sciences ehlch are concerned with
the nature of attitudes and values, and hoe they may be developed and changed?
These are some of the Is^lleatlons that the erlter poses for consldera-
tlon and further study*
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Compai^, 19Ut*
* The Nature of the Administrative Process* New Torkt McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 195^*
Shartle^ Carroll L*, Occupational Information* New Torkt Prentice-Hall,
Stokes, C* Newton, Teaching the Meaning of Arithmetic* New Torkt Appleton-
Century, 1951*
Smith, B* Othanel, Stanley 0*, and Shores, J* Harlan, Fundamentals of Curri-
cxilum Development* New Torkt World Book Compai^, 1950*
Stratemeyer, Florence B*, Forkner, Hamden L*, and McKim, Margaret G*, Deve¬
loping a ^uiTiculum for Modern Living* New Torkt Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1950*
WahlquLst, John T*, pie Riilosophy of American Education* New Torkt Roland
Press Company, l9l6*
Bulletins
Georgia State Department of Education. Georgia Program for the Improvement
of Instruction. Bulletin No. 2. Atlanta, Georgia: The Department.
15317;;
Public Documents
U. S. Bureau of Census, Silkenth Census of the United States! Population,
Vol. IV. Washington, I). C.t if. S. Government Minting Office, 19U3*
Newspapers
The Atlanta Constitution, July 1, 1953.
The Atlanta Constitution, July 19, 1953.
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TABLE U





















Objective|Scores|A D 1 1 ^ c S T
l-A liC IX !■' jlU 10 , 18 ■" xb i!U 36 50
l-T U 1 3 1 5 U 9
2«X B Ue 6 F 5 5 35 33 LO 68 78
2-T 0 1 6 8 1 lU 15
3-X B liC 2 F 0 2 37 50 2 87 89
3-T U 10 7 3 lU 10 2U
U«*x B- 3c 5 F 13 6 22 30 21 52 73
U-T 2 0 5 7 2. 12 lU
5-x B Ue 2 F 10 U 18 55 2U 73 97
5-T 0 2i 7 7 2 lU 16
6-X 6 Uo 6 F 18 12 18 19 30 U9
6-T 2 1 1 3 3 U 7
7-1 B Ue 30 F 13 0 18 15 13 33 U6
7-T 5 0 3 1 5 U 9
8~X B Ue lU F 22 16 9 12 38 21 59
8-T 1 0 6 2 1 8 9
9-X B 5c 12 M 13 17 20 16 30 36 66
9-T F 7 U 1 1 11 2 13
lO-X B Ic 7 F 2 17 37 6 5U 60
lO-T 2 il 0 -I— -L -6
TABLE U (continued)














S TA D B C
B 3c 6 5 2 56, 15 1 U5 52 •
21-.T 2 i 1 3 3 I li 7
22~X B ho 3 F 7 3 36 16 10 52 62
22-T 3 1 1 2 li 3 7
23-X B lie 8 F 8 3 25 50 8 75 83
23-T 2 6 7 1 8 8 16
2li-.X B liC 7 F 7 9 28 27 16 55 71
2I4-T 2 1 1 5 3 6 9
25-X L liC 16 F 10 10 30 2li 20 51i 7li
25-T li 6 7 5 10 12 22
26-X L 3e 19 F 21 10 23 20 31 li3 7li
26-T 6 0 2 6 6 8 lli
27-X L 3c 18 P 31 5 15 23 36 38 7li
27-T 7 0 5 1 7 6 13
28-X L iiC 9 F li li 39 35 8 7li 82
28-T 6 9 0 0 15 0 15
29-X L liC 3 F 15 li 16 li2 19 58 77
29-T U 3 5 3 7 8 15
30-X L liC 9 P 5 15 33 32 20 65 85
30-T 8 2 2 5 10 7 17
TABLE U (continued)
FACTUAL DATA AUD TABULATION OF REACTIONS
Subjects Place Training Experience Sex
Destocratle
Orientation Total
ObjectlTO ScoresStrong TendencyA D B c S T
lUl B 3e 13 F 0 1 13 12 1 25 26
ll-I 2 1 1 1 3 2 6
12-X B 4o 50 P 14 7 7 17 21 24 45
12-T 1 1 3 0 2 3 6
15-Z B 4o 13 F 7 6 36 16 22 62 74
15-Y 4 0 6 4 4 9 13
B 4e 7 F 0 0 58 36 0 74 74
14-T 1 1 5 7 2 12 14
15-X B 4o 6 F 31 5 16 6 36 41 77
16-1 8 3 2 3 11 5 16
16-Z B 4e 8 M 27 20 16 8 47 24 71
18-Y 2 2 1 1 4' 2 6
17-i B 4o 6 F 21 8 17 21 27 58 66
17-T 4 3 0 3 7 3 10
18-X B 4o 3 F 18 1 18 18 19 86 65
18-T 2 3 0 4 6 4 9
19-X B 4e 2 M 5 2 38 24 7 62 69
19-1 3 2 2 4 6 6 11
20-Z B 4o 4 F 11 17 26 17 28 42 70
20-T 3 4 1 1 0 2 7 2
TABLE U (eontlnaed)











A 1 B C S T •gw
31-i’ L 4a Id ' S5 ' “53 23 64 67
51«I 4 8 4 4 7 8 16
S2-Z L 4o 4 F 84 31 8 5 65 9 74
82-1 8 5 2 8 18 5 18
33^ L 4o 14 M 14 81 29 29 45 58 .03
83-T 8 4 2 2 12 4 16






55-Z L 4e 20 F 53 10 16 14 48 80 73
35-T 9 0 1 2 9 9 12
86-X L 4o 8 F 40 24 I 17 , 64
1.- ■
18 82
86—Y 10 7 -0 1 4 18
87,-X L 8e 9 F 14 8 15 22 22 87 59
87-Y
.
6 8 0 1 9 1 10
38-Z L 4o 4 F 8 19 25 85 27 60 87
88-T 8 9 8 2 12 10 22
89-Z L 4e 1 F 5 9 18 34 14 52 66
89-T 2 2 8 2 4 5 9
40-X L 4e 8 F 18 24 25 16 42 41 88
40-T 4 4 1 7 5 8 12 20
Scores
TABLE U (continued)
FACTUAL DATA AND TABULATION OF REACTIONS
Subjects Usee Training Experience|| KoCO
Democratic
Orientation Total 1•H «B
a> oStrong Tendency
S T
A D B C
41^ 4o 5 F 18 17 18 7 82 25 bi
41-T 2 1 4 z 8 6 9
42-X L 8e 24 F 8 2 29 18 10 47 57
42-T S 2 1 6 5 6 11
4S-Z L 4e 18 F '4 2 89 27 6 66 72
43-T 4 8 0 4 7 4 11
44^ L 2o SO F S4 10 7 18 44 25 69
44-T 2 S 1 1 5 2 7
45-X L 2e 2 F 14 7 16 22 21 87 58
46-T 2 e 0 8 8 8 11
46-Z L So 2 F 42 18 8 14 55 17 72
46-T 8 1 0 2 9 2 11
47-Z L 4o 14 F S6 1 6 10 87 15 52
47-T 6 8 0 1 9 1 10
48-X L 2e 2 F 88 10 6 17 48 23 71
48-T 4 1 8 1 6 4 9
49-2 L 4e 8 M 14 28 18 15 87 28 65
49-T 5 0 4 0 4 4 7
50-X L So 20 F 82 6 3 12 88 16 53
50-T 4 1 1 8 5 4 7
TAELE U (continued)
FACTUAL DATA AHD TABULATION OF REACTIONS




Objective ScoresHa> Str(>ng TendiencyA D 6 C S T
Sl-X L So —g— ¥ 14 5 20 1^ 1^ 39 58
61-T S 2 1 0 6 1 6
L 4o 26 F 82 7 4 9 89 13 52
52-T 5 3 0 2 8 2 10
63-X L So 15 F 4 31 14 20 17 34 51
65-1 2 0 5 8 6 8
54-Z L 4e 1 F 8 2 7 20 10 27 37
64-T 1 3 6 0 4 6 9
6e-x L 4e 16 F 19 11 4 20 30 24 64
55-T 8 2 1 1 10 2 12
66-X L lo 16 F 84 18 20 8 62 28 80
66-T 0 8 3 1 8 4 12
57-X L So 20 F 23 5 81 8 28 36 64
67-Y 2 5 0 1 7 1 8
S8-Z L 4o 14 M 66 27 20 17 92 37 129
58-T 8 4 6 5 12 11 13
59-X L 4o S F 16 47 18 33 63 61 114
69-T 10 8 0 5 18 5 23
60-Z L 4o 10 F 35 27 10 34 62 44 106
60-T 5 8 8 5 IS 8 21
TABLE ii (continued)
FACTUAL DATA AND TABULATION OF REACTIONS
Subjects 0sSJ Training Experience Sex
Democratic
Orientation
Total ObjectiveH Scores0Strong 1 Tende ncyA D 1 i 6 C S T
L iiC F 10 ^9 37 li 39 Ul SO
61-T 2 li 1 5 li 6 9 15
SZ*"! L 3c 12 F 8 3 9 15 11 3li li5
62-.T 2 1 0 3 3 3 6
63-X L 2c 10 F 15 8
’
3 29 13 32 hS
63-T 2 1 7 0 3 7 10
6I1-X L ho Hi F 16 25 10 30 Ul liO 81
6h-Y 3 10 li 2 13 6 19
6$-X L Uc 6 F 7 12 27 55 19 82 101
65-T 7 5 U
,
6 12 10 22
66-X L 3c 36 F 15 1 23 Hi 16 37 53
66-T 3 2 li 1 5 5 10
67-X L Uc 11 U 15 20 31 0 35 31 66
67-X 8 3 1 1 11 2 13
68**X E iiC 3 F 12 2U 2li 38 36 62 98
68«“T 5 6 3 3 11 6 18
69-X E ho 3 F 8 6 28 liO Hi 68 82
69-T 10 7 1 2 17 3 20
70-X £ ho 3 P 17 10 38 3.1i 27 li2 69
70-T 5 U 2 0 9 2 11
TABLE U (continued)











Pt, Training| Experience| K«CO
Democratic
Orientation
Total ObjectiveB Scores|ng S T
A D 1 B C
'
Try “TT" Ic p 10 17 l5 5 n 20
71-T 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
72-1 E 2e 25 F 58 1 7 0 ?9 8 67
72-.T h 2 1 1 6 2 8
73-1 E 2e 2 F 20 31 35 27 51 62 L13
73-T 12 3 1 1 15 17
7U-X E 2e 9 F 10 21 5 2 31 7 38
7li-T 0 3 0 0 0 3 3
75-X E 2c 9 F 10 21 22 la 31 63 9U
75-T 5 6 3 li 11 7 18
76-X E Ue 12 F 2 7 30 35 9 65 7U
76-T 5 h h 1 9 5 lit
77-X £ liC 10 H 3 6 ho 35 9 75 81t
77-T 10 6 3 3 16 6 22
78-X E Uc 2 F 10 10 35 25 20 60 80
78-T 12 1 2 0 13 2 15
79-X E he 5 M 31 25 21 29 56 50 106
79-T 10 li 3 0 lU 3 17
80-X E he 2 F 10 18 27 27 28 5U 82
80-T h a U 5 6 9 15
TABLE U (continued)











batien Total (ective ScoresS-hronff Tendenev
S T sA D B C
81-X s 4o 2 F 11 20 25 25 81 50 81
61»Z 8 8 1 3 11 4 15
82-Z £ 6o 15 H 11 85 17 IS 56 80 86
82-T 7 8 1 2 15 8 18
88-X £ 4e 5 P 6 7 28 80 12 56 78
8S-T 5 8 1 2 6 8 11
84-Z £ 4e 5 P 13 24 18 26 87 44 81
84-T 8 7 6 5 10 10 20
86-X £ 4o 11 F IS 17 14 28 82 87 69
85-T 3 5 0 5 8 5 IS
86-S £ 4o so P 8 2 81 40 10 71 81
86-Y 4 5 8 8 9 11 20
87-X £ 4o 5 P 5 8 80 50 8 80 88
87-r 5 8 4 1 8 5 18
88«Z £ 4e 10 P 21 10 14 18 81 82 63
88-T 2 1 5 5 8 10 18
89-Z £ 4o 82 P 8 5 86 41 8 77 85
89-Y 2 8 4 7 5 11 16
90*X £ 8o 9 P 6 4 28 26 10 49 59
90-Y 2 0 4 0 2 4 6
table k (continued)









s Training| Experience| H•CO
Democratic
Orientation Total
Objective1 ScoresIStrong Tend<sncyA D B C S T
91-X R 4e 4 t 5 40 66 0 45 56 101
91-T 5 8
i
5 2 15 7 20
92-X B 4e 20 F 17 22 10 21 59 51 70
92-T 2 4 1 1 6 2 8
9S*d^ fi 8e 16 F . 19 31 7 1 50 8 58
93-T 2 3 1 0 5 1 6
94-X B 4e 4 F 26 19 10 30 45 40 85
94-T 6 4 5 1 9 4 IS
95^ B So 16 F 8 9 7 20 17 27 44
96-1 2 1 1 2 3 5 6
96-X B 4e S F 51 16 25 47 46 70 117
96-T
‘
4 2 5 6 6 11 17
97-X B 2o 56 P 80 10 5 8 40 13 53
97-1 2 1 1 3 3 4 7
.98-X B 4e 6 F 6 8 31 35 18 66 79
98-T 2 6 4 1 8 5 15
99-OC B 4e 7 F 27 18 15 18 45 33 78
99-T 5 5 2 1 8 3 11
100-X B lo 54 F 15 10 24 57 26 61 86
100-T 12 3 1 4 15 5 20
TABLE U (continued)
FACTUAL DATA AND TABULATION OP REACTIONS






A D B C S T
o
gw
101-JL £ 6o 12 -jf- 3 18 23 21 66 87
101-Y 8 4 3 8 9 6 15
102-X £ 2o 4 P 7 5 11 9 12 20 32
102-Y 1 1 2 0 2 2 4
103-X £ 4e 9 P 14 19 18 28 53 46 79
103-T 1 5 5 4 6 9 15
104-OL £ 4e 7 1C 15 10 15 25 25 40 65
104-T 8 1 1 2 9 3 12
105-X £ 2o 8 p 15 23 8 16 88 24 62
106-Y 4 1 1 2 5 8 15
106-X £ 4o 11 p 20 10 17 40 SO 57 87
106-Y 5 6 1 4 11 6 16
107-1 £ '4e 2 p 5 16 21 36 21 67 78
107-Y 8 5 5 3 13 6 19
108-Z £ So 14 p 40 IS . 4 10 53 14 67
108-Y 6 7 0 0 12 0 12
109-X £ 4e 8 p 9 15 37 56 24 93 117
109-Y
1
5 5 3 4 8 12 20
llO-X £ 4e 9 p 5 14 27 46 19 73 92
110-Y 10 * 0 14 4 18
TABLE U (contiimed)
FACTUAL DATA AND TABULATION OF REACTIONS









Strpng 1 1 Tendeitic7
A D B C S T
£ 4e 6 F 16 20 17 25 36 42 78
m-T 4 5 5 1 9 4 15
112-JC £ 4e 6 F 15 16 17 25 31 42 75
112-T 8 2 5 0 10 5 IS
£ 4e 10 F 5 54 0 46 37 46 88
115-1 5 4 2 2 9 4 13
114-X £ 4o 7 F 1 7 28 54 8 62 70
114-T 2 8 5 5 7 6 15
115-X £ So • F 6 5 22 54 11 56 67
115-1 2 1 2 1 5 8 6
11$>0L £ 5e 9 F 11 9 24 25 20 46 66
116-Y 2 5 2 1 7 3 10
117-X £ Be 10 F 20 20 20 27 40 47 87
117-Y 5 7 2 1 12 5 15
118-X £ 4e 6 H 12 25 23 55 67 92
118-Y 10 5 4 0 15 4 19
119-X £ 4o 10 F 15 21 15 19 56 84 80
119-Y 2 5 0 1 5 1 6
120-Z £ 4o 8 F 20 26 20 20 46 40 86
120-Y 6 8 0 0 14 0 14
TABLE k (continued)











^ iio oStrqpg Tend<pncy
•
A D B C S T gw
121-X 4e —F Ik 17 29 38 29 67 96
121-T 4 8 8 0 12 8 15
122-X E 4o 16 F 14 3 21 40 17 61 78
122-X 0 0 IS 0 IS 0 18
123^ B le 1 F 5 13 29 88 18 67 85
123-1 1 8 6 6 9 11 20
124-X B 4e 8 F 15 28 17 82 88 49 87
124-1 8 6 6 0 14 6 20
12S-X B 4e 18 F 14 42 19 14 56 53 89
126-1 6 4 6 4 10 9 19
126-X B 4e 4 F 4 5 22 40 9 62 71
126-1 4 8 8 1 12 4 16
127-1 B 4e 31 F IS 26 28 16 41 59 80
127-1 7 5 1 2 12 8 15
128-1 B 4e 3 F 5 18 83 34 28 67 90
128-1 3 3 8 1 6 9 15
129-X B 4o 8 M 21 0 22 20 21 42 63
129-1 8 4 0 1 12 1 18
130-X B 4e 4 P 7 2 49 24 9 78 82
130-1 5 0 8 8 5 11 16
TABLE li (contintied)
















A B B C S T
•§ w
CO
131-2 £ 2o 24 F 8 19 27 10 27 37 64
131-Y 3 1 1 1 4 2 6
1S2-X £ 4e 1 F 10 15 10 35 25 45 70
132-T 4 2 5 3 6 8 14
lSS-2 £ 4o 28 F 9 6 19 20 15 39 54
135-T 2 1 3 1 5 4 7
134-X £ 2e 38 F 9 39 16 17 48 33 81
134-T 8 3 1 2 11 5 14
135-2 £ 5o 12 F 2 16 17 32 18 49 67
155-1 3 7 2 1 10 3 13
136-X £ 4e 32 F 16 27 22 8 43 30 73
136-1 7 2 1 3 9 4 IS
137-2 £ 4e 13 F 16 17 38 37 33 75 110
137-Y 7 3 5 3 10 8 18
138-2 £ 2o 1 F 24 14 15 26 38 41 79
138-1 7 1 2 3 8 5 13
139-2 £ 4o 15 F 10 14 21 27 24 48 72
139-Y 5 3 4 1 8 5 13
140-2 £ 4e 7 M 3 7 39 55 10 94 104
140-T 4 1 6 4 6 9 14
TABLE U (continued)
FACTUAL DATA AND TABULATION OF REACTIONS
Subjects ou•05} Training| Experience| McCO
DejDocratlc
Orientation
Total Objective1 Scores§rong Tend(ancyA D B C S T
141-X & So 6 14 25 23 20 57 43 80
Ul-T 6 4 3 3 10 6 16
142-X £ 5b 8 F 10 25 24 20 56 49 64
142-Y 4 5 6 1 7 6 18
143-E £ 3o 25 F 54 10 4 11 44 15 59
143-Y 6 1 1 3 6 4 10
144-X £ 4e 14 F 2 8 52 45 10 75 85
144-T 8 5 5 2 IS 5 18
145-X £ 4o 7 F 7 8 25 36 15 61 76
145-T 5 5 6 1 8 6 14
146-X £ So 25 M 5 20 16 54 25 50 75
146-T 5 8 5 0 11 5 16
147-Z £ lo 55 F 54 6 5 12 40 15 55
147-Y 8 2 1 1 10 2 12
148-X £ So 20 F 32 6 5 12 58 15 53
148-Y 2 1 4 1 3 5 8
149-X £ So 9 F 14 7 20 20 21 40 61
149-Y 5 1 4 1 4 5 9
150-X £ 4o 26 P 52 7 5 10 59 IS 54
150-Y 2 1 5 1 5 4 7
TABLE U (continued)
FACTUAL DATA AND TABULATION OF REACTIONS





Total ObjectivejjScoresIStro|j>g TendencyA D B C S T
ISl-X It 4e 5 24 14 26 38 4l“" 79
151-T 7 1 2 3 8 5 13
162>Z s 4e 16 F 14 3 21 38 17 59 76
162-1 0 13 0 0 13 0 13
163-X R 4e 1 F 13 5 38 39 18 67 85
163-T 1 8 5 6 9 11 20
154-X S 4e 3 F 15 23 17 32 38 49 87
154-1 8 6 6 0 14 6 20
155-Z S 4o 13 F 4 5 22 40 9 62 71
156-T 4 8 3 1 12 4 16
166^ fi 4o 4 F 5 18 S3 34 23 67 90
156-T 3 3 8 1 6 9 15
167-X R 4o 31 F 8 9 27 10 27 37 74
167-1 3 1 1 1 4 2 6
158-Z R 4e 3 P 15 23 17 32 38 49 87
158-T 8 6 6 0 14 6 20
159-X R 4e 5 M 8 21 16 33 29 49 78
169-T 3 8 4 1 11 5 16
160-X R 4e 4 F 7 2 49 24 9 73 80
160-T 5 0 3 8 5 11 16
TABLE U (continued)
FACTUAL DATA AND TABULATION OF EEAGTIONS
Subjects Place1 Training|| Experience H
Democratic
Orientation Total
Objectivm ScoresStrong Tendenc7o<0 A D B C S T
161-X B 2o 24 F 9 89 16 17 43 33 81
161-T 8 8 1 2 11 8 14
162-X R 4e 20 F 17 10 21 22 27 43 70
162-X 2 4 1 1 6 2 8
163-X B So 16 P 19 81 7 1 40 8 48
163-T 2 8 1 0 6 1 6
164-Z B 8o 4 F 26 19 10 80 46 40 96
164-T 6 4 8 1 9 4 IS
165-X R 4e 16 F 9 8 20 7 17 27 44
166-Y 1 2 2 1 8 8 6
B 4a 8 B 51 16 28 47 89 70 109
166-T 4 2 6 6 6 11 17
167-1 B 2e 80 P 10 50 8 6 40 13 68
167-1 1 2 8 1 8 4 7
168-X B 4e 6 F 81 86 6 8 66 18 79
168-T 2 6 4 1 8 6 18
169^ R 4o 7 F 27 18 16 18 46 83 78
169-T 5 8 1 2 8 5 11
170-X B le 30 F 26 87 24 10 62 34 96
170-T 8 12 1 6 16 ' 21
TABLE k (continued)
FACTUAL DATA AND TABULATION OF EEACTIONS








A D B C S T
171^ £ 5o .0 18 3 23 41 64 85
171-T 9 3 4 5 12 9 21
172-Z E 2e 4 P 5 7 9 11 12 20 32
172-T 1 1 0 2 2 2 4
17S-X £ 4e 7 F 14 19 18 28 33 46 79
173-1 1 5 5 4 6 9 16
174-X £ 4e 9 F 15 10 15 25 25 40 65
174-1 8 1 1 2 9 8 12
175-X £ 2o Ll F 15 23 8 16 38 40 78
175-T 4 1 1 2 5 8 18
176Jt £ 4e 8 F 20 10 17 40 30 67 87
176-T 6 6 1 4 11 6 16
177-X £ 40 L4 M 5 16 21 36 21 67 78
177-T 8 5 3 3 18 6 19
178-X £ So 2 F 40 13 4 10 58 14 67
178-T 5 7 0 0 12 0 12
179-1 fi 4o 8 F 9 15 37 56 24 93 23
179-1 5 5 3
'
4 8 12 20
18O-0L £ 4o 9 F 5 14 27 46 19 78 92
180-Y 10 4 4 0 14 4 18
TABLE U (continued)








mtatlon Total Objective ScoresSt pne FreqluencT
S TA D B C
181-2 4e F 16 20 17 25 S6 78
181-T 4 6 8 1 9 4 18
182-2 R 4e 10 F 16 15 17 25 11 12 83
182-T 8 2 3 0 10 5 18
185-X R 4e 6 F 5 84 0 46 57 46 113
183-Y 5 4 2 2 9 4 18
184^ R 4e 7 P 1 7 28 84 8 62 70
184-T 2 5 8 5 7 6 13
185-X R Se 8 P 6 5 22 84 11 56 67
185-1 2 1 2 1 3 8 6
186-X R So 9 P 11 9 24 22 20 46 66
186-Y 2 5 2 1 7 8 10
187-X R 50 10 P 20 20 20 27 40 47 87
187-T 5 7 2 1 12 8 IS
188-X R 4o 6 M . 12 28 28 34 35 57 92
188-X 10 5 4 0 15 4 19
189-X R 4o 10 P 15 21 15 19 36 54 70
189-1 2 8 0 1 5 1 6
190-X R 4o 8 P 20 26 20 20 46 40 86
190-T 6 8 0 0 14 0 14
TABLE U (continued)
FACTUAL DATA AND TABULATION OF REACTIONS
Subjects Place Training Experience Xo(0
Democratic
Orientation
Total Objective Scores- S1|rnng Tonrto hryv S TA d” B c
191-Z R 4o 8 12 17 29 38 29 67 96
191.x 4 8 3 0 12 8 16
192.x £ 4o 1 ¥ 15 10 10 35 25 45 70
192.Y 4 2 5 3 6 8 14
193<X £ 4e 28 ¥ 9 6 19 20 IS 39 54
X93.X 2 1 5 1 3 4 7
194.x £ 2e 38 ¥ 9 39 16 17 48 33 81
194-X 8 3 1 2 11 3 14
195^ £ 69 12 M 2 16 17 32 18 49 67
195.T S 7 2 1 10 3 13
196.x £ 4e 32 F 16 27 22 8 43 30 73
196.T 7 2 1 3 9 4 18
197.x £ 4e 13 F 16 17 38 87 33 75 108
197.x 7 3 5 3 10 8 18
198*^ £ 2e 1 F 24 14 15 16 88 41 79
198.x 7 1 2 3 8 8 13
199«a £ 4o IS P 10 14 21 27 24 48 72
199.x 5 3 4 1 8 5 13
200.x £ 4o 7 P 3 7 39 55 10 94 104
200.x 4 1 5 4 5 9 14
201.x £ 3e 6 F 14 23 23 20 37 45 80
TABLE U (continued)
FACTUAL DATA AHD TABULATICW OF REACTIONS
Subjects •sSJ Training| Experience| HaCQ
Democratic
Orientation
Total Objective1 Scores1St]ponff Tend
A D 6 C S T
201-X & 4 3 3 10 6 16
202-X R 3a 8 F 10 25 24 20 35 49 84
202-Y 4 3 6 1 7 6 13
205-<X K So 25 F 34 10 4 11 44 15 59
203-Y 5 1 1 3 6 4 10
204^ R 4e 14 F 2 8 32 43 10 75 85
204>T 8 5 3 2 IS 5 18
205-X R 4o 7 K 7 8 25 36 15 61 76
20S*T 5 3 5 1 8 6 14
206-X R 6o 23 P 5 20 16 34 25 50 75
2d^t 3 8 5 0
• t
11 5 15
207-Z R la 35 P 34 6 3 12 40 15 55
207-1 8 2 1 1 10 2 12
208-X R 3o 20 F 32 6 3 12 38 15 53
208-Y 2 1 4 1 3 5 8
209-X R So 9 F 14 7 20 20 21 40 61
209-Y 3 1 4 1 4 5 9
210-Z R 4o 26 F 32 7 5 10 39 15 54
210-Y 2 1 3 1 3 4 7
Zll-X R 4o 5 F 24 14 15 26 38 41 79






Adapted in part from the Inventory of Beliefs copyrighted by the Cooperative
Study of Evaluation in General Education of the American Council on Education,
1951.
This inventory consists of 130 statements vhioh range over a wide variety
of topics* As you reed each statement you are asked to indicate quickly your
agreement or disagreement with it in terns of the key given at the top of each
page* People have different reactions to these statements* This is not a test
in which there are ’’right” and "wrong” answers* What is wanted here is your
own personal reaction* You Should be able to finish taking the inventory in
h5 minutes of less*
In responding to these statements you will notice that there is no way
provided for indicating a neutral position* It is desired that you indicate
a tendency toward either agreement or disagreement even though you may prefer
to remain undecided* It is important thet you respond to every question^
We beleive you will find it interesting and fascinating to respond
to this inventory of beliefs, and we are sincerely requesting your ooopeartion*
However, if you find that iV'f ynut^ many duties etc*, you are hot able tc
respond as you would like, kindly return instrument ^ust the same, by May 17,
1952* Be sure to provide requested information below*
COUNTY
TR/ilNING (area & years)
TYPE OP CERTIFICATE HELD
TEACHING EXPERIENCE
^—
AREA OP PRESENT EMPLOYMENT
XSYt Ak I atrengl/ «gr««k
Sa I tsmd to egreo*
Ck I tend to disagree*
D* I strongly disagree*
(Place desired letter of key in blank before each statement)
If you want a thing done right* you have to do it yourself*
2* There are times when a father* as head- of the family* must tell the other
family members what they oan and.oapnot do*-.- .
3k Lowering tariffs to admit more foreign goods into this country tends to
lower our standards of living.
li-k Literature should not question the basio moral concept of society*
3k Reviewers end critics art* music .and. literature decide what they like
and then foree their testes on the public.
6* There is no point in studying the pest when there ere so many problems of
the present to bo splved*,,
7, “ Businessmen and mjenufacturera are mo.re important- to society-than artists
or musicians* ^.




The mein thing about good fausio is lovely melody.
It is only natural, and right for each peagaan^p^ think, that his-family: i#'
better than any other. • '
All objective data gathered by unbiased, parsons indicate tteat. the world
end universe are without order.
12, Any man can find a job if he really, wants to-work^ ;; ;
13k We ere finding out tod^ that liberals'rsElly. are-soft-heeded* guillibXe j '-
end potentially dangerous.
Ih, A man oan learn as well by striking out on his own as he ban by following
the advice of others*
13s predictions of economists about the future of business'are no better
than guesses,
16, Being a successful wife and--mother iw more a matter oj^instistbt than of
training,
17, A person often has to get mad in order to push others into action,
16* There is only one real standard in jud^ging art works—each to his own taste,
19# Business enterprise* free from government interference* has given us our
high standard of living*
20^ Anything we do for a good cause is justified.
21, Many social problems would be solved if we did not have so many immoral
end inferior people.
22* A rt which does not tell a human story is empty*
23. Tou oan*t do business on friendship! profits ere profits* end good in¬
tentions ere not evidence in a law court*
2k* A person has troubles of his own) he can't afford to worry about other
people.
25. Books and movies should start dealing with entertaining or uplifting themes
instead of the present unpleasant* immoral* or tragic ones.
26« Children should be made to obey since you have to control them firmly
during their formative years ,























KEYt A. I strongly agree*
B. I tend to agree*
C. I tend to disagree.
D. I strongly disagree*
(Place desired letter of' key in blank before each statement)
Speak softly, but carry a big stick.
Ministers in churches should not preach about eoonomic and political
problems.
Each man is on his own in life and must determine his own destiny.
The successful merchant can't allow sentiment to affect his business
decisions.
Ministers who preach socialistic ideas are a disgrace to the church.
Labor unions don't appreciate all the advantages which business and
end industries have given them.
It's only natural that a person should taka advantage of every opportunity
to promote his own welfare.
We should impose a strong oensorshlp oh the morality of books and movies.
J - ' H
The poor will always be with us*
A person who is inoapable of real anger must also be lacking in moral
oon'^'^iotion.
If we allow more immigrants into this country, we will lower our standard
of culture.
People who live in the slums have no sense of respectability.
Modern paintings^ look like something dreamed up in a horrible nightmare*
Voting ■dtersBHHtes whether or not a country is democratic.
Feeble-minded people should be sterilized.
In our society, a person's first duty is to protect from harm himself and
those dear to him.
Those who can, doi those who can't, teach. >
Philosophers on the whole act as if they were superior to ordinary people.
We would be better "off if people would talk less and work more.
In some elections there is not muo^ point in voting because the p\rtooaa is
fairly certain.
Most intellectuals would be lost if they had to make a living in the
realistic world of business.
kd
I
EEYi A, I strongly agrss^'
B, I te44 to agree/
C* I tend to disagree*
D, I strongly di^sagree*
(Plaos desired letir of key in blank before each statetnent)
i|,9A we didn^t have strict immigration laws, our country woiiild be flooded
* with foreigners^ . • •.■ ■ ■ ■•' '■ i *•
Jk person has to stand up for his rights or people will taka advantage
5^ /i lot of teachers, these days, have radical ideas which nee'd to be oare«** *
fully wa tohed*
Now that America is the leading eountry in the woHd, it’s only, nature}
that other countries shouldLtry to be like usi
55* Foreign films emphasise sex more then American films do,
54i|^ Our rising divorce rata is a sign that we should return to the. values ■
which our grandparents held..,; .; ‘i ; .
. .
55f A^y training will be good for most modern youth because 6^ the strict .
discipline they will get, Li
, i
V
56a When operas are sung in this country', they ought to be translated intu
English, - <-\i r-j '
^ ■ ■ i .
57* Pride in craftsmanship and in ^oi^g an honoH day’s word'll a'rare thing
these days.
58* Ihe United States may not have had much experience in intei^natiohal
dealings, but it is the Only nation to which the world oak.turn for .<
Ieadei*ship4 ■ u;'.-
59* A aoxual pervert is an insult to kumanity and Should be piinisHed severely.
: I r •
60* There may be a few exceptions, but in general, members d^.a racial group.,
tend to be pretty much alike* i 'S'V -
6l, Lowering tariffs to admit, more-foreign'goods into this oountry tends to
raise our standard of living, ,
62* When things seem blaok, a person should not complain, for it may-be
God’s will, : ; - i. .-•? '.i. ^
63» Soienoe is infringing upon religion when it attempts to delve into the
- *
orsln of life .f ■■
64*f The judgments of reviewers,aijd critics of art* music, and literature
are valuable end-worthy of consideration, . i •
One of the major funs'tion of literature is to question the^basio m.prel
concepts of society^. ‘ -• '
_66* What the oountry needs, more than laws or politics, are a few fearless
and devoted leaders., in whomi;the^(paople den'have faith,' ‘ .
67* l^tlsts end musioians are more important to society than businessmen
or menufeoturers,
66|| No task is too greet or too difficult when we know that God is on our tide,
69* SolutionC for many of our present problems oen be found in a study of
the past,
Me*y man can’t find jobs in our eoelety wven when they really want to work,
7l^. A man’s oonsoienoe is n^lthek Inherent nor infallible as a guide to right
end wrong*
72, A person gets what’s coming to him in this life is he doesn’t believe in
■
75f Soienee makes progress only when it attempts to solve urgent praotioal
problems*
5*
» * * • -f
KEYi, A. I strongly agree,
B, . I tend to agrsQ#
Ci I tend to disagree*
D. I itrongly disagree,
(Place desired letter of key in blank before each statement)
I * if'' •* .,.••••» •
74* Now is the time when more than ever we need the clearsighted, herdheaded,
.straight thinking,of honest liberals^
75« Young people today are in general more immoral end irresponsible than
young, people of previous gonenations, r . ; t . .
76* A pretty melody i,s one of the .least important oh»r8:oteristio8 of good,
music*
77* Amerioans, My tend to be .matarialdstic, but at. least they aren’t cynioal
and dece’deht like most jiluropeans,
78, The' many different kinds of children in school these days force teachers
to make, a, lot, of jrulps and regulations, sp. tjiat thi»g.s will run smoothly,
79* So'celled immoral and inferior people ere the products of an inadequate
sopiety rather,,thah the< oausf of. its problems* . . 'i
80*- The, wprst. danger tp real ijnericaniSm during; the last 50^^ years'has oome
from foreign ideas end agitators, , •
81* All <^sta get>iered by unbiased persons ■ indicate the world end the
universe to be esaentially orderly, events ocourting as the natural con-
, saguepoa. of ;Physioal„reletipnships,. ' . '>
f
62* Business and industries s hould be grateful for the contribution whioh
.. .labor unions ^are-,making to the solution of many eeonomio problems, ♦
83* Economists . are more, successful'than most ■.others in making prediotions
about the'future of business.
8i;» Europeans crit'ioTsa'"the United States for its materialism but such criticism
is only to cover up their realixation that Amertopn culture is far superior
to their own.
JB5* ‘f^vei''tfy ban‘l^e efiminatebr, " . ‘i ; . -. . ..
_86, The scientist that rssJ'ly^ is. the one who turps theories into .
’pra'btical use, ''' ' 1 ', , .
_87, There ere basic principles of good, art, whip-h a persop must learn before
he oan judge art works,
_88, Nudist bolohle’s are a threat to the moral, life of , a nation, . .
JB9* No world prganisa'Wp.p, should have the, right to. tell Americans what they ■
can or o'ennot do, .
_90, Despite the material advantage,!!.,of today, family life now is not as whole¬
some as it used to be*
_91* Allowing more immigrants into this country will enrich our culture,
_92, , The .Upitpd Stetes dpesp’^t .have;to .depend on-the. rest of the world in ofder
to be'strong and self-sufficient*
93* Foreigners usually have .i^eouliar and. annoying habits*
yU* The best assurpno.e of-ppqoa is. for. the. United States to have the strongest
army, navy, and air force, as well^aa the most atom bombs,
J95* Meintaining pur high stapdard of .living depends .on government regulation'
of bustness enterprise in the interests of social welfare,
_96, People who live in the, sluma 4.o, so beeeusa they cannot afford better .
Bocommodatiobs,
. ...I.. . • 1
97* There are top mapy people, in this.'wprXd yrho do nothing but think about
the opposite ‘sex',















KEYi A, I strongly agree,
B* Intend to agrqe*.
C, i,tepid to disagree.
D, I.strongly disagree,
(Place desired letter of key in blank before each statement)
Feeble-minded people should not be sterilized.
Modern people are superficial and tend to lack the finer qualities of
manhood and womanhood,
• ... ..-f".
Art which pretends to tell a .human story is often false' and meaninfless.
Members of religious .sects who refuse .to salute the'flag should be '
punsihed for their lack of patriotism.
There are few occupations-as truly productive as tehohing*' ■ * ,
As young people grow up, they ought to get over their radical ideas.
Books -and. mdvies should start;dealing with more realistic themes instead
of the present romantic end fanciful ones.
Philosophers on the whole act pretty much the way!mpst. other people do.
The twentieth century has npj: had leadens with the* vision and capacity
of the foClnders of this country,
Books on tragic and sordid themes help youth-to face the world of reality,
‘ .'I**- . ‘ •
There are a lot of things in this.world that will never be explained
by science.
The world will get so bod that some of these .times.Sod will destroy it.
Children should, learn to respect and.rohey their teachers, *




No argument is ever settled by foroa, '
• - . ■
Other countries don*t appreciate as mush as they should all the help
that Bmerioa has given them, . i . v . •
Most intelleotuala ere as successful in ordinary affatrs- ah they' are In
the realm of abstractions and theor, '
Ne. man is an .island, entire to.itself. . .. .
117* We would be better off if there were fewer psychoanalysts probing end
delving ^nto the human mind. . ; ■ • ■
11,8. ., ihnerioan free enterprise is; the-.greatest bulwark of demobracyi • » ' .
119. If a person is honest, works hard, end trusts in God, he will reap
. material.as well as. spiritual.,rewards, • .
3' . ■ . d >r
120* Our country would profit from the relaxation of ourpresent strict
im;nigratipn..laws* ■ • n- ■ ■ ‘
12}., ,^,My.censorship on the presumed morality of books and movies is highly*“
undesirable, • . - . ' ■<*
122, Modern paintings^have both beauty and'purpose, . ■
125, t ..Although America is -now a leading'.country in the world, we still have
much to le%rn from tthar natibns, - '■ -'‘f ■■
124*-: .The right td vote does-not guarantee a •derao'cr'etio government*', ’
125* ..American fi-ljns. emphasize sejc more than foreign ifaims do* • • • '
126, In our society, each person should be aonoerned with the welfare and

























KEYi A, I strongly egree*
B, I tend to agree*
C* I tend to dlBegre3«
D, I strongly disagree*
(Place desired letter of key in blank before each statement)
A person ought to vote in every election because the outcome is never
certain.
Attributing misfortune to God’s will does little towards relieving life's
problwms *
When operas are given in this country* they ought to bo presented in the
tongue in which they v/ere written.
Science is more likely to explain the orgin of life than is religion*
A beliefjli' in divine guidance is of little help in solving difficult
tasks.
No one nation, not even the United States, can provide sole leadership
in the world of today*
Uembers of so-called racial minorities are no more alike thap any other
group of American citizens.
It is doubtful whether Europeans have any faults worse than the provincial
smugness and intolerance of many ijnerioans.
What a person gets in this life has little to do with whether ha believes
in God or not.
The greatest contribution to real ^erioanism during the last fifty
years has come from the intermingling of ideas between foreign irrmigrants
end native-born.
Science declines when it confines itself to the solution of immediate
practical problems,
Europeans criticize the United States for its materialism with good
reason, for we place small value on many of the finest aspects of
their culture.
The United States does not have the right to control any world organization,
The scientist who really counts is the one who is devoted to abstract
research and vacploration*
Without the friendly cooperation of many other nations, the United States
could not long survive.
All of man'w experience can be studied profitably by science.
Foreigners often have habits which ere interesting and well worth copying.
The moral good or evil of people has little bearing on any possible
destruction of the world.
We would all be better off if there were more psychoanalyst to provide
help for those who are mentally disturbed,'
Honesty, hard work, end trust in God ensure heither material nor spiritual
rewards.
Peace cannot be achieved as long as the United States continues to devote
its resources towards the attempt to establish military superiority.
The actions of members of religious sects who refuse to salute the flag
should be accepted and not interpreted as a lack of patriotism.
If we gave aid to other countries more graciously end J.es3 noisly, we
might be better liked abroad,
Amerioan free enterprise requires govermental restraint in order to
preserve our demooratio .way of life.
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Answer same as questions on stapled sheets using the following keys
KEY I A*'-I strongly agree* ,•
• ’ B* I tend to agree*-
C« I tend to disagree*
' D* .1 strongly disagree*.
.
} '. •. . .
, s
4
1* Glass work ought to consist of the things boys and girls want to learn
* because they are important to them either immediately or„in the. future#
2* Basketball^ baseball} volleyball} clubs etc*} should hot be considered
as a direct'part of 'ttie curriculum eaid thwefcre* should-ocrae -af ter the '
child’s regular school day* * ~ \ ..
3* Whenever possible} subject matter should be approached through the emotions
and imagination* . . , :.
U* S-tudent 8elf-evaluati(m is moTei motivating than teacher evaluaticn*
5* The types of acti^ties carried bn by the school are much more important
than the buildings and equlpwient*.^ i
f ‘t ’ • ’
6* Since life includes many unpleasant taskS} some^ such tasks should be
considered necessary preparatory activities by the school*
7* The interest and needs of children are too vaguS} fleeting} and transitory
to serve as a foundation for curriculum building
9* Parents should have a part in c^termining-what the Schools should teaoho
9* If a student aspires to a profession in which the achool believes h.im to
be inherently unfit} the sqhpol should expose him to SvS much information
as possible as to the requirements of the profession and leave it up to
the student* ': * r * ' • : ' - '







For the benefit of the school as well as the student, the student-should
be retained in a course until it is mastered*
The caTe bf the eyes, ears,, teeth* etc*-, should be a concern and-a re¬
sponsibility of the schOor* .
A course of study based cm- a .good basic text is much more Oesirable than
one in which -the transitory thinking of the class leads-through, an in¬
definite nunber-pflbooksi''- . r -'-i . j
Subject matter Should be.approached through logic and orderly arrangement*
The curriculum should be composed mostly of those things which have been
found to be goodOver the years whether the students like them cm not*
Theschool should eliminate all unpleasantness in connection with any of
its work*
17* The curriculum should be based on the needs and interests of the children*
18* If a student aspires to a profession in which the school believes him to
be Inherently unfit, it should tell him directly and thus save ham ex¬
pensive blundering, and possible frustration*
19* Schools experts trained in the profession should determine what the schools
should teach*
20* Students should be promoted on the basis of their achievement in relation
to capabilities and efforts put forth©
-2-
KETf A» ' I strongly agree*
B* I tend to agree*
C* I tend to disagree*
D* I strongly disagree*
21# Much of our newer, ooncepts of educaWon are only fads and frills, and are
bound to disappear in thtf- face of the <true and tried#
22# Curri(^um content* should steeb clear of controversial Issues, such as,
labor "Tmanagement, Communism & Democracy, race relations, and politics
etc*
■ .v;- • • ■ ; . ■ •
23>* Good buildings and equipment are the earmarks of a good school#
_2h* Vital curriculum content must of necessity include controversial issues,..
. such as, labor management. Communism & Democracy, race relations,,
politics etc*
Scene Ai ♦ < v *
There are 25 boys and girls sitting behind individual desks# ’•You may ..
glance at your lesson for three minutes," teacher says# "Then we will have a
recitation#" She decides to walk up eoid down'an aisle or two, and once we can
just s hear her whisper, "lltrthur, would you rather study after school or now?—
All right, then#"
"Lets close our books." She smiles pleasantly# "Now, who can tell me ■
the population of our country in 1789?" •
Three hands wave, Alice knows the answers fotir million#
"How many slaves werje there?" .• ■ j. ' - _
Alice knows this one, tbo, but so doesF-Eichard*- Richard is recognized#
The question'^continue* When the answer is wrong, the teachpr corrects it or
calls on a student to do so* A ilahce at the daily schedule shows that' - * -
arithmetic canes next, then a study period, then reading* As we move back
through the hall, groups of students-march past us two abreast# They sailfe. —
a,t tis, and sometimes they whisper together* " ' ■
The scene described above represents good education# • * '
_Scene Bi - “ *
About 25 to 30 children are sitting in groups of U or 5, around small
tables* Frequently one or another gets up, walks to a cabinet or to a desk, .
stops to canment on the activity of someother group# A young man is s'&rclling
around the room, chatting with the children# Each group seems to be doing
something different from the-others* At one table a boy is making what•.
looks like a minature cup out of clay, the others are molding minatiare plates
and bowls# At a second table, the children are‘Weaving mats from colored
straw. At a third they are sewing what might be little curtains of table
, cloths# We hear a great deal of talking and laughing. Every one is very.. .
» busy, indeed# But meone seems to pay any attention to the hubbub#
- - ,
•‘■he scene described above repi'esents education*
*
